Reviews and Testimonials for
Connecting the Dots: A Handbook of Bible Prophecy
Eye-Opening New Book Unveils the Big Picture of Biblical Prophecy
Title has served as a primary resource for Bible students and teachers
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2010/ConnectingTheDots/prweb8008368.htm

Given that approximately one-third of the Bible contains prophecies, it is
amazing that so little attention is paid to the great prophetic passages in the
Bible from many of the pulpits of the land. Knowledge of what the future holds
is the best way to prepare mankind to be ready for what is to come. Within the
pages of the new Xulon Press book, Connecting the Dots: A Handbook of Bible
Prophecy ($18.99, paperback, 978-1-60957-978-4), co-authors Ron Graff and
Lambert Dolphin have designed a self-help course for those who would like to
understand the big picture of prophecy, especially as it deals with Israel, the
church, and the coming events of the end times. It is a guide for proper
understanding and interpretation of prophecy that will enable the reader to
understand what exactly is happening in this world today. “This book is a
revision and major update to one that we wrote 13 years ago and posted on the
Internet,” the co-authors say. “That book was Thy Kingdom Come, Thy Will Be
Done: The Prayer Offered Most Often Is About to Be Answered. It has served as
a primary resource to Bible students and teachers for all those years, and has
been downloaded more than 300,000 times. The precepts given in the book
have proven accurate, and have not needed any change during these
tumultuous years, but so much has happened that a new version is needed.” From PR Web

Copied from various sites:
"I have personally known Ron Graff as a friend for many years. He
is a man of integrity with a genuine pastor's heart and passion to
see people come to know Jesus as Lord. He also happens to have a
grasp of current world events and Bible prophecy like few others.
His compelling book will heighten your sense of urgency about
sharing the love and

truth of Christ with a fallen humanity as the present age draws to
a close.”
- Gary H. Kah, author of En Route to Global Occupation and The New
World Religion, expert on globalization, international speaker and
frequent talk show guest (www.garykah.org).

-- -Customer Rating
This book, connecting the Dots is obviously the culmination of a
lifetime interest and deep study of not only prophecy, but of current
events and their relationship to the unfolding of Biblical prophecy. It is
scholarly but not so difficult for most students of the Bible to
understand. The information is organized and is written in a logical
progression. The excitement of the coming end times and the events
leading up to it build throughout the chapters and reaches a peak with
Chapter 15, the Coming of the king of Kings.
- Joan Clucas

-- -Helpful to see the place of both Israel and the Church in Prophecy
Customer Rating
Posted 03/19/11: This book shows that Israel has not been replaced by the
Church. They are both important in God's plans for the future.
-ydelivered

-- -Reading your book has definitely been a worldview changing
experience similar to when I first heard teaching on the Holy
Spirit, global evangelization, and the calling of God. You have
taken a difficult subject and presented it in a format that is
thorough, easy to use, easy to understand, chock full of Scripture

references, and did I mention thorough. Even though I am only
halfway through the book, I can already

tell that all of my questions will be answered and addressed. As I
read I find myself breathing multiple sighs of relief as concept
after concept that I have often wondered about becomes clear.
It’s also fantastic that you outline and clearly and concisely define
all of the confusing terms and trains of thought regarding various
eschatological views. I can’t tell you the relief I feel knowing that
I will be able to teach and lead my family through the coming end
times, armed with correct knowledge. It truly was a God-thing
when you came to visit grandpa and gave me the book. Thank
you, thank you, thank you. – Jeremy Meister

-- -Amazingly Prophetic with understanding, February 23, 2013
A combination of history and prophecy combined and interwoven
together. Understandable to the novice bible student. You are
able to follow and see God in future and past. – T Dog

-- -Get Informed!
Amazon Customer Rating
April 19, 2013
Much of what is in this study is confirmation of what I have already
been convinced of. I have found it to be Biblically sound and am
enjoying reading it. I recommend it to those who have no clue of God's
plan for this planet. – Wayne A. Weinschreider

-- -MUST READ!
Amazon Customer Rating
This is a great book on bible prophecy and how it
relates to today's happenings and today's society. It
will fill in some blanks for you or at least get you to
thinking about your future. – Sara

-- --

A MUST read book. The authors tell it like it is
Amazon Customer Rating
April 6, 2013
It is easy to see that the authors believe that the God of creation, and the creator
of all the languages at Babel, also understands all the languages, and is capable of
expressing himself clearly in those languages. The authors do not try to say that
God did not mean what He said about Israel in His covenants with them, and try
to replace Israel with the Church by trying to put their own spin, or interpretation
onto these covenants, or on any other part of Bible or the prophecies they don't
like or understand for that matter. The authors stick to what God said, and
believe it as God tells it. Clearly the authors believe that God does not lie, and
that what God has said, He shall surely bring to to pass. A great book which
scripturally explains God's covenants with Israel, and outlines Israel's future. They
then go on to look at God's covenant to true Christian believers, ("The Church,
also called the Bride of Christ") and His promises to them for these final days:
They show what the future holds for the true believers, showing that God does
not pour out His judgments upon the Bride of His Son Jesus, as God has saved
them from the wrath to come. The authors then go on to show from Scripture,
what God has planned for the end times for the wicked and the unbelievers,
showing how the prophecies that Jesus gave about the last days are being fulfilled
on every side all around the world today, and other prophecies are lining up for
fulfillment just as God said, and that judgment lies ahead for those who refuse to
turn from their evil ways I feel that the book does what the authors set out to do,
and connects the Scriptures together in a logical and understandable way, holding
fast to the truth of Scripture and the veracity of God's word. The book leaves one
with a more clear understanding of God's word, and of the timing of the different
events for Israel, God's Church, and the wicked and unrepentant. - Lexacon

-- -Relevant and Timely!
Amazon Customer Rating
March 14, 2013
Lots of current event documenting prophecy. Much needed
read for our time. Relevant and timely. Simple though lengthy
in size. – Eddie Asato

-- -At First Glance!
Amazon Customer Rating
February 9, 2013
I have had a difficult time putting the book down since receiving it. It is spot
on and with the easy reading is worthwhile for any Bible Student or
someone interested in understanding the political and religious culture of
the end times. I can't wait to finish the book and verify it with the scriptures
mentioned. – Adriana E. Ras

-- -Great book for anyone interested in Biblical Prophecy!
Customer Rating
I just started Connecting the Dots and it has been great! It breaks down each topic
well and explains everything very thoroughly. I love it!
-Anonymous

-- -What’s It All Mean?
This is a great primer on the prophetic. It clearly covers the past, present and
possible future using history and scripture. It will be one of my go to sources as
things continue to heat up in the world. Trying to place what is happening with
what has been forseen is at best a fractured puzzle. This book helps to keep
things in perspective.
–T

-- -My Small Way To Repay ldolphin dot org
Oh dear, how many years now have I gleaned from Lambert Dolphin's website
ldolphin dot org and the many articles on creationism, Quantum Physics,
eschatology, C.S. Lewis quotes and various articles. I feel guilty for never
supporting his website with a donation. I have the first edition of this book as free
PDF from his website but I'm glad to pay for this updated version. It's the least I
could do (as a cheapskate) after all these years of gleaning from his many articles
on-line.
– RaptureEscapist – Amazon Kindle Customer

-- -“Like the book” is an understatement. Revelation is a mystery I would
never have been able to unravel on my own. Your, so-aptly-named, book
truly does enable the ordinary, average Christian to “connect the dots,”
and I (like multitudes of others) am really grateful for all the
painstaking work you must have put into such an incredible book. Yet,
amazingly, for such a complex subject your book is easy to read. What
startled me most out of the whole book was your interpretation of the
lesson of the fig tree on pages 26/27. I had not realized that 1948
could be the starting point for everything else. I really wasn’t seriously
thinking that Jesus could come back in my lifetime.
Marie Scott

-- -Thank you so very much for the article. I am reading your book
"Connecting the dots" Love the book. - Patsy L. Baunsgard

-- --

I have studied and taught from the original ever since you and Lambert
published it, so when I saw this new and updated edition …well...I of course
wanted it!
- Anita

-- -RON, YOUR HARD WORK ALL THESE YEARS POURING OVER THE SCRIPTURES
AND THE CURRENT EVENTS, ANALYSIS AND CONDENSING THE MESSAGE IN
SUCH A BITE SIZE FORM TO MAKE IT SO RELEVANT TO OUR MODERN SOCIETY
IS A REMARKABLE ACHIEVEMENT.
I CONGRATULATE AND ENCOURAGE MORE IN THE DAYS TO COME. WITH MUCH
PRAYERS FOR CONTINUED SUCCESS OF THE BOOK AND YOUR MINISTRY.

-- -Martha wrote: "The new book is GREAT!!! I love it!"

-- -“The book answered all my questions.” (Veteran Bible teacher)

-- -“I LOVE, LOVE, LOVE the book! – Laurie LaRue

-- -My small class at PBC bought 25 books on Sunday! I suggested the book would
make an excellent Christmas gift. It is not a "religious" book and I think it is more
than is informative. It is not written in the old style of "Late, Great, Planet ..."

-- -Thank you so much! Love your work. I'm reading through your prophecy
book now and enjoying it immensely. - Kari Hofnagles

-- -Terrific! I have long enjoyed your ministry, as well as Lambert
Dolphin's. Looking forward to a penetrating read! – Kathleen Flannigan

-- -I have barely got into but have been amazed as to how much information it
covers. Thank you again for sending “Connecting the Dots“ to me. Great Job! I
regularly go to your website to “Get-Up-To-Date” on what’s going on. …
Blessings, Steve Graves

-- -“Also wanted to let you know how much we have appreciated the book
(Connecting the Dots) on prophecy you sent. I’m almost through, but want to start
again from the beginning. He (the author) outlines and covers things so clearly, as
well as including subjects often lacking in such a book, but which shed so much
light on the subject.” - Sister of a member of our Congregation

-- -I now have and am working through a copy of the book you co-authored with a
pastor here in Rancho Cucamonga snatched up (not the pastor, the book) at a
prophecy conference a few of us roustabout Gideons attended with great
enthusiasm. – Letter to Lambert Dolphin

-- -I just bought and I'm reading your wonderful book "Connecting the Dots" on my
Kindle… Can you send me a jpg of the chart so I can look at it on my laptop easily?
Thank you. - Anthony Ehrhardt

-- --

This book was just what i wanted and was delivered fast and in excellent
shape. Many of my friends want this book too and I told them how to get it.
– sarg
Customer rating:

-- -I received your book Connecting the Dots... Thank you. I have been reading it and find it
excellent. – David Rice

-- -Digging through this awesome resource today, doing some research on a
topic that was raised about the antichrist. Ron Graff,you are a blessing! –
Melissa Schrock

-- -To Lambert… My brother,
We are about the same age.....I will be 79 in October. Your newest communication came
yesterday and I read it this morning. I am a retired Southern Baptist pastor, now serving a
church here in Burlington, NC. We have about 50 people, older, but wonderful and faithful
folks. There is such joy in studying the Word...as well as the written words of Scripture in
order to share the good news.
I received the copy of Connecting the Dots and could hardly put it down. I have taught
Revelation through 40+ years of ministry and find your book the best resource I have seen.
Thank you for making it available. And thank you for providing another resource to Ray
Stedman's sermons...remarkable insights.
Thank you for your testimony....God continues to bless so many through what you write and
teach.....and I thank you sincerely.
In Christ,
Dale Steele
Burlington, NC

-- -Excellent read - Prophecy is critical for every Christian
Amazon Review
The imminent return of Christ is an increasing concern in my mind. This
book did a great job of explaining and bringing together many different
threads of thought (from history, to current events, to Biblical
passages, and prophecies). It is

insightful and clear to read. I am thankful to the Lord for the diligent
study of the two authors and have been inspired to prayerfully dig
deeper into the Scriptures and study for myself these things.
- Joshua Benjamin

-- -Great Book
Amazon Review
A must read for mature Christians. Not just about prophecy but a
great history lesson of the Old and New Testament. I am reading it
now for the 2nd time.
- Waller Man

-- -I have been a somewhat regular user of Blueletterbible.com . I am involved in Precept
Upon Precept Bible study (Kay Arthur) and often use the Greek dictionary on the
website. Today, I happened to see an advertisement for your “Connecting the Dots”
book. My husband and his friend love to talk about world event and end time
prophecies. Sometimes to the point that it drives me crazy. I ordered your book for my
husbands birthday. I know he will be thrilled and if I can get it away from him, I know I
will enjoy it as well. It is important to view world events in light of prophecy and I hope
this book will help fill in the gaps of my knowledge of world history. I wish you a
wonderful day.
Thank you,
Sandra Taylor (Lambert Email 9/20/12)

-- -I will be 79 in October. Your newest communication came yesterday and I read
it this morning. I am a retired Southern Baptist pastor, now serving a church
here in Burlington, NC. We have about 50 people, older, but wonderful and
faithful folks. There is such joy in studying the Word...as well as the written
words of Scripture in order to share the good news.
I received the copy of Connecting the Dots and could hardly put it down. I have
taught Revelation through 40+ years of ministry and find your book the best
resource I have seen. Thank you for making it available. And thank you for
providing another resource to Ray Stedman's sermons...remarkable insights.

Thank you for your testimony....God continues to bless so many through what
you write and teach.....and I thank you sincerely.
In Christ,
Dale Steele (Lambert Email 6/3/12)

-- -Ron,
I started the book, and just finished the first chapter. I must say that you take an extremely difficult topic
and explain it very clearly for the reader. I appreciate you're getting back with me so promptly before. As I
read the book, I'll keep you posted. I know that you desire to do the work as unto the Lord, but in these
end times, I feel that encouragement in the Body of Christ is important.
May God continue to use you to help brothers/sisters grow in the grace and knowledge of our Savior?
Russ

-- -1 of 1 people found the following review helpful
5.0 out of 5 stars Excellent read - Prophecy is critical for every Christian, September
12, 2012
By
Joshua Benjamin - See all my reviews
This review is from: Connecting the Dots (Paperback)

The imminent return of Christ is an increasing concern in my mind. This
book did a great job of explaining and bringing together many different
threads of thought (from history, to current events, to Biblical passages, and
prophecies). It is insightful and clear to read. I am thankful to the Lord for
the diligent study of the two authors and have been inspired to prayerfully
dig deeper into the Scriptures and study for myself these things.

-- -1 of 1 people found the following review helpful
5.0 out of 5 stars Great Book, September 6, 2012
By
waller man - See all my reviews
Amazon Verified Purchase(What's this?)
This review is from: Connecting the Dots (Paperback)

A must read for mature christians. Not just about prophecy but a great
history lesson of the Old and New Testament. I am reading it now for the
2nd time.

-- --

An Excellent Resource, October 9, 2013
By
Janice A Cranney - See all my reviews
Amazon Verified Purchase(What's this?)
This review is from: Connecting the Dots (Paperback)
If you are interested in an in depth study of the book of Revelation, I suggest
you purchase this book. The authors have so much knowledge of ancient
Israel and the prophecies that have and are to come. A must have!
Worthwhile.., November 13, 2013
By
agbif - See all my reviews
Amazon Verified Purchase(What's this?)
This review is from: Connecting the Dots (Paperback)
I loved the thought and apparent research of this book. Though I enjoyed
the confidence of the authors and appreciated their well laid out
presentation, they were over confident in their interpretation of prophecy. I
was also a little disappointed in the amount if information given about the
Jewish nation and how the past and current history could be applied to end
times prophecy. Yes, there was a lot of text about the Jewish nation and
some insight I have never really considered, but most of the book was just a
review and support of the premillennial view of end times prophecy. If that
is what you are looking for, this is an excellent guide. Personally, I lean
toward this view. The book is an interesting read and laid out very well with
lots of references to resources. I especially like the references to Pastor Ray
Stedman and the many references to Scripture that were printed in the text.

Hi Mr. Graff how are you doing? i read your book on Bible
Prophecy and was very interested by all of the information. It was
the most accurate information on prophecy I’ve ever read. It
reaffirmed some things i already knew and taught me a lot more.
Brandon Burwell - Facebook 1/16/14

3/27/14 -

Very well done in tying all the pieces together!
This is a must read for anyone wanting to understand the sign of the
times and where we are headed! It's Truth!



-- Kelley M Birschbach

6/30/14 - Carol A. Stollorz · Friends with Lambert Dolphin
I stayed overnight at my friend, Charlotte's home. I started reading her copy
and asked to take it home. After reading, I purchased several copies to give
to others. It is well-written and integrates the recent times with the topics of
the prophetic scriptures. It is not easy to organize prophecy into an easily
used compendium, so I was amazed at how useful this handbook is. (Even
though I have lived a goodly amount of years, I can always use a push-up
on recent historical data, also.) - Facebook - Carol A. Stollorz 6/30/14 - Love this book! Have read it several times and learn
something new each time. Wonderful study guide to Revelations!
Thank you for sharing your talents with us! - Facebook - Martha
Franklin Driggers

6/30/14 - ...and it's a great book! – Facebook – Shirley Cook

6/30/14 - Thank you for your hard work!!! – Facebook – Caryn
Payzant

